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Objective: The purpose of this study is to compare the incidence of possible complications of cervical lateral screw fixation and the achievements of bicortical purchase using the Roy-Camille, Magerl and the modified methods.

Methods: Six fresh-frozen cervical spine segments were harvested. The Roy-Camille technique was applied to C3 and C4, and the Magerl technique was applied to C5, C6, and C7 of one side of each cadaver. The modified technique was applied to the other side of each cadaver. The nerve root injury, violation of the facet joint, vertebral artery injury, and the bicortication were examined at each screwing level.

Results: No vertebral artery injury was observed in any of the three methods. One nerve root injury was observed in each cervical spine segment using the Roy-Camille method (8.3%), the Magerl method (5.6%), and the modified method (3.3%). Facet joint injuries were observed in two cervical spinal segments using the Roy-Camille method (16.7%) and three with the Magerl method (18.7%), while five facet joint violations occurred when using the modified method (15.7%). Bicortical purchases were achieved on ten cervical spinal segments with the Roy-Camille method (63.3%) and Magerl method (55.6%), while twenty bicortical purchases were achieved in the modified method (66.7%).

Conclusion: The advantages of the modified method are that it is performed by using given anatomical structures and that the complication rate is as low as those of other known methods. This modified method can be performed easily and safely without fluoroscopic assistance for the treatment of many cervical diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

The cervical lateral mass screw fixation technique is frequently indicated for the stabilization of cervical instabilities caused by trauma, degenerative disease, or tumor.

Several authors have reported that posterior lateral mass screw fixation provides biomechanical stability equal to those of anterior plating or the posterior wiring technique. Moreover, the application of posterior lateral screw fixation became easier as a result of the development of the polyaxial screw-rod system.

Since the first description of the technique by Roy-Camille et al. in 1972, several lateral mass screw fixation techniques have been suggested by Louis, Magerl, Anderson and An. According to previous anatomic and clinical studies, the two most popular types of lateral mass screw techniques are the Roy-Camille technique and the Magerl technique. In the Roy-Camille technique, a screw is inserted perpendicular to the posterior surface of the lateral mass, while in the Magerl technique, the screw is directed 25 degrees laterally, parallel to the superior facet joint. In addition, the Kim's technique: the modification of known other lateral mass screw techniques in which the screw is inserted parallel to the spinous process and its lateral angle is determined by axial angle of spinous process without fluoroscopic assistance was suggested by our senior author (KDH).

Though these techniques have unique entrance points for screw insertion and trajectory, avoiding injury to the anatomical structure is still challenging. The anatomic structures at risk during lateral mass screwing of the cervical spine are the nerve roots, the vertebral artery, and the adjacent lateral masses. In addition, achievement of bicortical screw...
fixation is also an important issue for successful bone fusion.

The Roy-Camille technique is associated with a higher incidence of facet joint violation, while nerve root injury tends to occur more frequently with the Magel method. Although our senior author (KDH) had studied optimal angle and screw length used in modified lateral mass screw fixation, the incidences of possible complications of the Kim's technique had not been studied properly.

The purpose of this study is to quantitatively compare the incidences of nerve root or vertebral artery injury and facet joint violation, as well as achievement of bicortical screw fixation, among the Roy-Camille technique, the Magel technique, and the Kim's technique.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Six fresh-frozen cervical spine segments (C3 to C7) were harvested from human donors (M = 4; F = 2; mean age = 70). Three lateral mass screw insertion techniques were performed in this study: the Roy-Camille, the Magel, and the Kim's method. The Roy-Camille technique was applied to C3 and C4, and the Magel technique to C5, C6, and C7 of one side of each cadaver. The Kim's technique was applied to C3-C7 of the other side of each cadaver. The screw-spinal nerve relationship, the penetrating degree of the ventral bony cortex, the violation of the facet joint surface, and the extent of vertebral artery injury were examined at each screwing level. To determine the three-dimensional safety of the lateral mass screw, we evaluated three-dimensional cervical CT scan results, as well as gross findings.

Surgical anatomy dissection

Each cadaver was placed in a prone position with the neck in the neutral position. After a standard midline incision and dissection, the posterior arches of the cervical vertebrae were exposed. Articular capsules were removed for clear identification of the lateral mass to verify the exact entrance point. All screw holes were drilled with a 2 mm drill bit, and 14 mm-length screws were used for each lateral mass screw fixation.

The entrance point for the Roy-Camille technique was at the center of the posterior surface and the screw was directed 25° lateral and parallel to facet joint, which is approximately 45° cranial to the posterior surface of the lateral mass (Fig. 1A). For the Kim's technique, the entrance point was 1 directed 25° lateral and parallel to facet joint, which is approximately 45° cranial to the posterior surface of the lateral mass (Fig. 1A). For the Kim's technique, the entrance point was 1

![Fig. 1. Radiologic finding of the cadaveric study. A: The Roy-Camille method (thin arrow) which shows its sagittal angle which is perpendicular to the lateral mass. The screw length was 14 mm and the screw violates facet joint on C3 level. The Magel method (bold arrow) whose sagittal angle is parallel to the facet joint. B: The Kim's method on each level.](image)

![Fig. 2. A cervical spine model showing the trajectory of the Kim's method. A: Posterior view of the cervical spine model that shows the entrance point and trajectory; the entrance point is 1 mm medial from the center of the posterior surface. The lateral angle is determined by leaning the body of the screwdriver on the tip of the spinous process. B: Lateral view of the cervical spine model showing the sagittal plane of the Kim's method that passes through the center of the posterior arch of the spine.](image)

![Fig. 3. Three dimensional image of CT scan. A: Roy-Camille method was performed on C3 and 4 while Magel method was performed on C5 to C7. B: The Kim's method was performed on C3 to C7 of the lateral mass of the other side. C: Posterior view.](image)
mm medial from the center of the posterior sur-face (Fig. 2A), and the screw was inserted parallel to the center of the spinous process on its lateral view; by leaning the body of the screw driver on the tip of the spinous process, the screw’s lateral angle was determined by the angle of the spinous process (Fig. 1B, 2B).

Complication analysis

After screw fixation, we harvested each cervical spine and checked the three-dimensional CT image (Fig. 3) to visualize bicortical and facet joint violation. Then we dissected and grossly observed occurrences of vertebral artery violation and nerve root injury. Nerve root injury was graded by the degree of nerve root violation, as suggested by Xu et al.30 (Grade I: contact with the ventral or dorsal ramus, Grade II: penetration of the ventral or dorsal ramus, Grade III: contact with or penetration of the ventral and dorsal rami) and facet joint violation was measured by the length of the screw that violated the facet joint.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) for Windows, Version 14.0. We performed one-factor analysis in order to determine the difference between two methods (Kim’s vs. Roy-Camille, Kim’s vs. Magerl) for each factor. Cross-tabulation analysis was used, and the level of statistical significance was considered to be 0.05. When the values of two screwing levels were zero, the factor was excluded from statistical analysis.

RESULTS

Thirty cervical spine segments of six cadavers were used in our statistical analysis. Incidences of nerve root injury, vertebral artery injury, facet joint violation, and achievement of bicortical purchase were analyzed with each method (Table 1).

In our study, no vertebral artery injury was observed in any of the three methods. There was one nerve root injury for each use of the Roy-Camille method (8.3%) and the Magerl method (5.6%) among twelve and eighteen vertebral segments, respectively, while one nerve root injury occurred with the Kim’s method (3.3%) among thirty vertebral segments. All of these nerve root injuries were Grade I. There were no statistically significant differences with the Roy-Camille method versus the Kim’s method (p = 1.000) for C3 and C4 or between the Magerl and the Kim’s method (p = 0.310) for C5, C6, and C7.

Facet joint injuries were observed on two of twelve vertebral segments using the Roy-Camille method (16.7%) and three of eighteen using the Magerl method (16.7%), while five facet joint violations occurred among thirty vertebral segments with the Kim’s method (16.7%). All these violations were less than 2 mm. There were no significant differences between the Roy-Camille method and the Kim’s method (p = 1.000) or between the Magerl and the Kim’s method (p = 1.000).

Bicortical purchases were achieved in ten of twelve vertebral segments using the Roy-Camille method (83.3%), ten of eighteen using the Magerl method (55.6%), and twenty of thirty vertebral segments using the Kim’s method (66.7%). There were also no significant differences between the Roy-Camille method and the Kim’s method (p = 0.615) or between the Magerl and the Kim’s method (p = 0.735).

DISCUSSION

Posterior cervical lateral mass screw fixation has been widely used for the management of cervical instabilities caused by trauma, neoplasm, degenerative disease or failed anterior fusion.24,17,23 Several studies of the safety and the biomechanical stability of the posterior cervical lateral mass screw have been published.6,13,22,26 Moreover, the application of the posterior lateral screw fixation method became easier as a result of the development of the polyaxial screw-rod system.2,15,19,21,27

Since the first description of the technique by Roy-Camille et al. in 1972, several lateral mass screw fixation techniques have been suggested by Louis, Magerl, Anderson and An.13,17,23 Our senior author (KDH) suggested the modified lateral mass screw technique to fix the screw using an adjacent anatomical structure.

Each of these techniques has a unique entrance point for screw insertion and trajectory. In the Roy-Camille method, the sagittal angle is a plane perpendicular to the lateral mass, and the entrance point is a midpoint on the posterior surface of the lateral mass. Using the Magerl method, the sagittal angle is parallel to the facet joint, and the entrance point is 1 mm superior and medial from a midpoint on the posterior surface of the lateral mass. In order to enable the procedure without fluoroscopic guidance, we used a spinoous process to determine the sagittal angle. The screw was inserted parallel to the center of the spinous process on its lateral view. The screw’s lateral angle was determined by the angle of the spinous process by leaning the body of the screw driver on the tip of the spinous process. The entrance point was 1 mm medial from the center of the lateral mass.

All of these methods have been continually modified to achieve successful fixation without anatomical injuries during screw fixation. According to several reported studies, possible complications which could occur during lateral mass screwing of the cervical spine are nerve root or vertebral artery
injury and facet joint violation.\textsuperscript{11,12,24,29} Heller et al.\textsuperscript{15} have suggested that the incidence of nerve root injury was higher with the Magel technique than with the Roy-Camille technique. Xu et al.\textsuperscript{29} proposed modification of the traditional Magel technique, involving a higher entrance point located only 2 mm inferior to the inferior edge of the superior facet so that the trajectory is more cephalad just beneath the articular surface, in order to avoid nerve root injury.

Ebraheim et al.\textsuperscript{11} evaluated the location of the vertebral artery and found that either Roy-Camille or Magel technique could damage the vertebral artery with 15° lateral angulation. Cho and Kim\textsuperscript{10} described no significant difference in the safety angles (mean angle less than 8°) for avoiding vertebral artery injury among the Roy-Camille, Magel, and the Kim's method.

Barry et al.\textsuperscript{10} reported that the Roy-Camille screw easily avoided nerve root injury because it was pointed midway between the nerve bundles. However, the risk of facet joint violation is higher with the Roy-Camille technique in comparison with the Magel technique, especially at C5 and C6, because the nerve root groove and the facet joint are located close to the transverse plane, reducing the Roy-Camille safety zone. The Roy-Camille technique is, therefore, the best option at C3 or C4 rather than C5 or C6. On the basis of these studies, we used the Roy-Camille technique at the C3 and C4 level whereas the Magel technique was used on C5, C6, and C7.

In our study, there was only one nerve root injury in each method, considering the entire vertebral segment; 8.3% for the Roy-Camille method, 5.6% in the Magel method and 3.3% using the Kim's method. There were no significant differences among three values. According to Heller et al.,\textsuperscript{15} nerve roots were placed at higher risk for injury (26.8%) with the Magel method than with the Roy-Camille method (10.8%). Moreover, considering that all of the nerve root injuries were Grade I, all three methods were successful as the others. Facet joint violations occurred in 16.7% of cases with all three methods and also showed no significant difference between studies.

Heller et al.\textsuperscript{16} demonstrated that bicortical purchase provided pullout resistance for a lateral mass screw with a gain of approximately 30%, superior to that of unicortical purchase. Berry et al.\textsuperscript{6} concluded that there was no significant association between pullout resistance and cancellous BMD, consistent with the findings of Heller et al.\textsuperscript{16} However, screws that are too long will put the spinal nerve at greater risk of injury. Therefore, optimal screw length should be determined for successful screw fixation. Ebraheim et al.\textsuperscript{10} investigated safe lateral mass screw lengths. The safe screw length was 14-15 mm for the Roy-Camille technique and 15-16 mm with the Magel technique using both methods, the mean screw path length decreased from cephalad to caudal. This difference might be due to the relatively straight sagittal angle used with the Roy-Camille method compared to the oblique sagittal angle used with the Magel method. Cho and Kim\textsuperscript{5} presumed that the lateral masses in Koreans and East Asians may be shorter, on average, than those of Europeans or Hispanics and, therefore, focused on a Korean population. The mean screw path lengths were 13.5 mm at C3 to C6 and 13.0 mm at C7 for the Roy-Camille technique and 14 mm at C3 to C6 and 13.6 mm at C7 for the Magel technique, consistent with the results of the study by Yoon et al.\textsuperscript{20} With the Kim's method, the minimal depth for bicortical screw fixation ranged from 13.7 mm to 13.9 mm at C3, C4, and C5.

We used a 14 mm length screw to optimize bicortical purchase and to avoid certain complications. Bicortical purchases were achieved in ten of twelve vertebral segments using the Roy-Camille method (83.3%), ten of eighteen using the Magel method (55.6%) and twenty of thirty vertebral segments using the Kim's method (66.7%). There were also no significant differences with the Roy-Camille method vs. the Kim's method (p = 0.615) or the Magel vs. the Kim's method (p = 0.735).

The use of intraoperative fluoroscopy to guide screw place-
ment was first recommended by Heller et al. and is quite tempting, especially to the young spinal surgeons who lack experience performing lateral mass screw fixation. Therefore, it has been tried by many surgeons. However, exposure to radiation during the operation is related to certain complications such as thyroid malignancy. Therefore, other surgeons, such as Richter et al., suggested the use of a computer navigation system in cervical screw operation. Roche et al. suggested lateral mass screw fixation without the use of fluoroscopic assistance using a modified method by An et al. The entrance point was 1 mm medial to the center of the lateral mass and was aimed 33 degrees lateral and 17 degrees cephalad. Using this method, they described lateral mass screws that were placed safely without complication.

Although the Roy-Camille, Magerl and An methods are known to be safely performable, the determination of the application at the lateral or cephalad angle is often ambiguous in the operative field; therefore less experienced spinal surgeons tend to rely on fluoroscopic guidance. The authors also noted that, before considering the use of these techniques, the surgeon must have received advanced training in spinal surgery.

From this point of view, although the Kim's method has some similarities to those of the method proposed by An et al., the former does have certain advantages. The trajectory of the Kim's method is determined by the adjacent anatomical structures. From 1 mm medial to the center of the lateral mass, the sagittal angle is aimed parallel to the center of the spinous process on its lateral view. The lateral angle is determined by leaning the body of the screw driver on the ipsilateral surface of the spinous process. Using this method, we expect to reduce the operation time, as well as the time of exposure to radiation.

In our study, we quantitatively compared the incidences of nerve root or vertebral artery injury and facet joint violation, as well as achievement of bicortical screw fixation, among the Roy-Camille technique, the Magerl technique and the Kim's technique. There were no significant differences in the incidences of complications among these three methods. Therefore, we expect that the Kim's method can be applied safely and easily even by less experienced spinal surgeons.

Berry et al. compared the pull-out strengths of Roy-Camille and Magerl methods which is debatable. Therefore, future study should be focused on the biomechanical evaluations of these methods. Moreover, clinical study to support this cadaveric study will be necessary.

CONCLUSION

Posterior cervical lateral screw fixation has been developed and modified by many surgeons. In this study, we conclude that the complication rate of the Kim's method is as low as those of other methods. In addition, the rate of bicortical purchase is also as high as that with previous methods. Because of the advantages of this method performed using the given anatomical structure without fluoroscopic assistance, the Kim's method will be an alternative choice that can be performed easily and safely for the treatment of many cervical diseases.
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